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Introduction   
 
On 26 March 2014, the Welsh Government issued a consultation as part of wider 
proposals for changes to curriculum and assessment arrangements, aimed at 
strengthening the learning and teaching of literacy and numeracy in schools. The 
purpose of the consultation was to seek stakeholder views on the proposed new 
Areas of Learning for Language, Literacy and Communication Skills and 
Mathematical Development, as well as the programmes of study for Key Stages 2 to 
4 for English, Welsh (first language) and mathematics. These are based on year-on-
year expectations to complement the National Literacy and Numeracy Framework 
(LNF) and have been developed with the intention of being inclusive of all learners.  
 
The consultation closed on 13 June 2014. The consultation process allowed 
responses to be returned in writing to the Welsh Government or completed 
electronically and sent to a specific mailbox (curriculumforwales@wales.gsi.gov.uk). 
There was also a series of four consultation events across Wales (Cardiff on 6 May; 
Llanelli on 16 May; Newport on 21 May; Llandudno on 3 June) at which stakeholders 
were invited to discuss the proposals in detail and feed back to the Welsh 
Government directly. In addition, specific workshop events were held in relation to 
the Foundation Phase and mathematics.   
 
As part of the consultation process, a questionnaire was produced consisting of 13 
closed questions, with opportunities to add comments, and one further open-ended 
question. The Welsh Government received a total of 172 responses on the set pro 
forma, and a further 26 text submissions were also received. Approximately 140 
stakeholders attended the consultation events and contributed to discussions around 
the proposals. These discussions were captured by Welsh Government officials in 
attendance and relevant issues are also reflected in this summary of responses. 
 
A full list of respondents can be found in the Annex (see page 19). 
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Summary of responses 
 
Question 1: One way of presenting the additional expectation statements from 
the Areas of Learning (AoL) and programmes of study (PoS) is to incorporate 
them directly with the National Literacy and Numeracy Framework (LNF) 
statements. This has been done for the Language, Literacy and 
Communication Skills and Mathematical Development Areas of Learning and 
the mathematics programme of study. Do you agree? 
 
Agree 157 

Disagree 4 

Neither agree nor disagree 6 

Not answered 5 

N=172  
 
There was strong support for this proposal, both in the responses to the closed 
question and in the supporting comments. Most of the comments argued that one 
document was far easier to use and would help schools with planning and 
implementation. 
 
 
Question 2: An alternative way of presenting is to place the year-on-year skills 
for English and Welsh (first language) as a discrete section to follow the LNF 
section. Do you agree? 
 
Agree 17 
Disagree 71 
Neither agree nor disagree 15 
Not answered 69 
N=172  
 
There was little support for this alternative proposal, as was indicated by the 
responses to the closed question (which a large number did not answer). The lack of 
enthusiasm for this alternative was confirmed by the comments made which 
supported the suggestion that the content should be in one place. 
 
 
Question 3: Stakeholders have indicated that if the Range section from the 
current national curriculum Orders was to be dissected into year-on-year 
expectations, this could lead to a narrowing of the curriculum and to more 
prescription. It is proposed that the current Range statements will be renamed 
‘Range of experiences’ to describe the range of content and contexts that 
learners should experience. Do you agree? 
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Agree 105 

Disagree 21 

Neither agree nor disagree 34 

Not answered 12 

N=172  
 
A large number of respondents agreed with this proposal and this was reflected in 
the comments that were made. Respondents maintained that it would be wrong to 
overprescribe the content. At the same time, they expressed comment that there 
was a danger that some teachers might ‘teach to the expectation’ or ‘teach to the 
test’. The view was expressed that teachers should be given more scope and less 
constraint.  
 
However, a small number of views suggested that the emphasis on literacy and 
numeracy should not be to the detriment of all other aspects of the curriculum. It was 
felt that there was a danger that the curriculum could become too narrow if this 
became its sole focus. As an alternative, it was suggested that skills should be made 
explicit and that content should be determined by schools. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the responses were as follows. 
 
Principle 
 
 That the ‘Range of experiences’ should be seen as a way of enriching rather than 

narrowing the curriculum; schools should not confine themselves to what was 
outlined in the ‘Range of experiences’. 

 That there was a danger that schools would lose ‘creativity and fun’ if the ‘Range 
of experiences’ was too prescriptive. 

 The role of wider experiences, such as music, drama, and opportunities to 
develop practical skills should not be removed due to the cultural loss that would 
result. 

 That the ‘Range of experiences’ defined in Key Stage 2 should build on those 
defined in the Foundation Phase. 

 A language-rich environment should be promoted as an integral part of the ‘Range 
of experiences’ defined for each year. 

 That there was potential for the gap between Years 2 and 3 to widen as a 
consequence of the proposed ‘Range of experiences’. 

 Out-of-classroom experiences, with an emphasis on natural resources, including 
opportunities to access and understand the environment and sustainable 
development, should be included in the ‘Range of experiences’. 

 
Implementation 
 
 That it would be useful to have examples of ‘Range of experiences’ for each age 

group. 
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 A small number of respondents did not like the term ‘Range of experiences’. 
 
A small number of comments drew attention to practical issues that could arise in 
schools which taught learners in mixed year groups; respondents feared that 
designating a ‘Range of experiences’ for each year group could create difficulties in 
such situations. One suggestion was the use of an overarching ‘Range of 
experiences’ rather than a stipulation for each year or defining a ‘Range of 
experiences’ that learners should access over a two-year period. However, the 
opposite view was suggested in other submissions which saw clear benefit in 
outlining ‘Range of experiences’ for each year as they felt that this promoted 
progression. 
 
 
Question 4: Do you agree that there is clear progression between each year 
group and between each key stage for the AoL and PoS? If not, please suggest 
alternatives. 
 
Agree 115 

Disagree 22 

Neither agree nor disagree 25 

Not answered 10 

N=172  
 
A majority of respondents agreed that the proposals would lead to clear progression 
between each year group. However, there was a strong theme in the comments that 
more detail should be given and that examples were needed, especially as it would 
impact on the PoS. Respondents felt that some of the wording in the document was 
open to interpretation. For example, it was felt that there was ‘no clear progression in 
numerical reasoning’ (which was an area where respondents believed teachers 
needed most assistance).  
 
More broadly, respondents commented on progression from the Foundation Phase 
to Key Stage 2 and a small number felt that the work did not build sufficiently on 
what had been done before. Others felt that what was outlined often represented a 
significant step, for example, from Year 2 to Year 3 in literacy and language (less so 
in relation to numeracy/mathematics). A small number of respondents felt that there 
was a lack of clarity in progression from Key Stages 2 to 3.  
 
At the same time a small number respondents expressed the view that learning is 
not necessarily a linear process and that this should be recognised when using 
statements defining expected progression. One suggestion was that progression 
should be defined on a two-yearly basis. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions were as follows. 
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Principles 
 
 A small number of respondents commented that the expectations about 

progression should not be too prescriptive; for example, it was noted that the 
‘Using number’ document had 61 criteria. One suggestion was wording the 
English document in terms of ‘Learners should study a variety of poetry and 
respond to writing in different ways . . . Learners could study poems by Welsh 
authors or other international poets, scripts used for film and TV, adverts and the 
language used within persuasion’; another respondent noted that ‘there is a 
danger that by providing precise lists of examples, schools may see this as a 
complete list and limit themselves to the list, and not provide a wider range of 
experiences’.  

 There is a need to recognise that expectations about progression should be 
realistic; for example, a submission highlighted the need to ensure that they were 
appropriate in terms of a child’s development. 

 There is a need to avoid ‘contrived progression’, that is to say, statements that 
were introduced simply to show that progression had been made from one year to 
the next. For example, a small number of respondents felt this applied to the data 
strand Years 5 to 6, and in oracy a respondent asked ‘How will practitioners 
distinguish between a child speaking clearly in nursery and a child speaking 
audibly in Reception, or between a child using alliteration and rhyme in Year 1 and 
a child using alliteration and rhyme in a range of contexts in Year 2?’.  

 A significant number of respondents commented that the language should be 
simplified. 

 
Presentation 
 
 A number of submissions suggested there was a need for greater consistency in 

layout; it was maintained that the Key Stage 2 PoS should be set out in the same 
way as the Foundation Phase AoL; a number of respondents felt that there was 
evidence of repetition in the statements, for example, in the English PoS Year 7 
writing, there is reference to ‘use a wide range of vocabulary imaginatively and 
precisely’ moving to ‘use a wide range of vocabulary to create effect’. In Key 
Stage 3 a respondent felt there was ‘repetition or a seeming lack of progress in 
the Key Stage 3 reading strategy strand’ and another was not sure there was 
progression in the mathematics PoS, Strand 1. 
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Question 5: Do you agree the expectations for year-on-year expectations are 
pitched correctly? If not, please explain why and suggest alternatives. 
 
Agree 89 

Disagree 34 

Neither agree nor disagree 32 

Not answered 17 

N=172  
 
Although most of those who responded to this question agreed with the statement, 
more than 60 respondents either disagreed, or were unsure.  
 
While a number of respondents felt that this question could only be answered in light 
of experience, the comments suggested that many felt that some of the expectations 
were challenging, compared to current expectations. For example, one respondent 
noted ‘examples where the expectations at the end of the Foundation Phase and 
Key Stage 2 are very challenging and many children will fail to meet these 
expectations, particularly in the Foundation Phase. Consideration should be given to 
moving expectations linked to Foundation Phase Outcome 6 and National 
Curriculum Level 5 into preceding year groups with clear guidance that more able 
and talented children are expected to achieve skills. In the Foundation Phase, this 
would allow for more time to develop the skills of all children. Also, the Key Stage 2 
mathematics PoS introduces fractions at too early a stage, where learners may not 
have the cognitive skills necessary to cope with such a concept. In English and 
Welsh, the Year 4 speaking expectation is too demanding in some instances, for 
example, giving a summary of main points in oral activity’.  
 
Another respondent believed that in terms of language, statement 2, Reading 
strategies, did not make sense in the context of the Reception class and that the 
statement in Year 1 was too challenging. Another respondent believed there was a 
big difference in the expectations of Year 1 and Year 2, noting ‘For example, in the 
mathematics document it states that Year 1 children should ‘recall halves up to 10’, 
when I believe they could manage halves up to at least 20. It also states that Year 1 
children should ‘recognise and create a symmetrical picture or simple shape’ but 
does not make reference to identifying lines of symmetry until Year 2’. Another 
submission advocated that in the Using data skills section, skills listed as Year 2 
would be more appropriate in Year 1. 
 
There was also comment about the expectations for mathematics in Key Stage 3. It 
was suggested that some concepts would be introduced later than at present, which 
would give learners less time to familiarise themselves with some of the key 
principles, and give the impression standards might be being reduced, rather than 
increasing.  
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More generally, it was emphasised that learners developed at different paces and 
that this should be recognised in the way the curriculum was structured. It should 
also be designed to take account of the whole of the ability range. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions were as follows. 
 
Implementation 
 
 That there was a need to take account of the impact of socio-economic 

circumstances on learners’ progress. 
 That there was a need for greater clarification in some areas, for example, of 

terms such as ‘data handling’.  
 That there was a need to ensure there was explicit understanding about the 

expectations of learners with additional learning needs (ALN), with clearly defined, 
accurate and broad expectations. 

 That expectations of more able and talented learners should enable them to fulfil 
their potential, possibly through the introduction of year-on-year expectations for 
that group. 

 That there was a need to ensure that the year-on-year expectations were aligned 
with the end of key stage expectations. 

 
Content 
 
 The expectations set out for mathematics – aside from Key Stage 3 as noted 

previously, and oracy were considered appropriate, but not those for reading and 
writing. 

 Respondents suggested that some expectations should be introduced earlier, 
such as probability, expanding brackets, simultaneous equations and sequencing. 

 
 
Question 6: Do you agree the statements for ‘Range of experiences’ are 
pitched and worded correctly? If not, please explain why and suggest 
alternatives.  
 
Agree 94 

Disagree 26 

Neither agree nor disagree 29 

Not answered 23 

N=172  
 
Most respondents agreed that the ‘Range of experiences’ were pitched and worded 
correctly. However, more than 50 either disagreed or were unsure and over 20 did 
not provide a response.  
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Comments focused on the language and terminology used in the document. Many 
felt that this should be simplified as it was too generic and broad in some areas, 
especially in the sections relating to the Foundation Phase. It was suggested that 
terms such as ‘dynamic texts’, and ‘genre’ should be clarified, along with some of the 
mathematical terminology. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions were as follows. 
 
Implementation 
 
 There was a need for examples that showed how the ‘Range of experiences’ 

would promote learner progression. 
 Schools should not consider the defined ‘Range of experiences’ to represent the 

sum total of what they should be doing. 
 
Content 
 
 There was some repetition in the content, for example, a respondent noted that 

content was broadly ‘the same for oracy, reading and writing’ in the Foundation 
Phase, and another felt that there was little distinction between the different year-
on-year expectations. 

 Out-of-classroom learning, with a focus on natural resources, the environment and 
sustainability, should be a key element of the ‘Range of experiences’. 

 The ‘Range of experiences’ should require that a language-rich environment was 
promoted. 

 The ‘Range of experiences’ should consider comprehension and forward thinking. 
 The ‘Range of experiences’ should include opportunities for creative writing. 
 
Overarching 
 
 The ‘Range of experiences’ should take greater account of the fact that schools in 

Wales taught through the medium of both Welsh and English. 
 
 
Question 7: Do you agree that the right skills are emphasised? Do you think 
any have been missed? 
 
Agree 96 

Disagree 15 

Neither agree nor disagree 36 

Not answered 25 

N=172  
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Only a small number of respondents did not believe that the right skills were 
emphasised, and the majority agreed with what was outlined in the consultation 
document. The generally supportive comments were summarised by the submission 
which felt that the ‘Range of experiences’ proposed offered a vision for a rich and 
diverse literacy curriculum. However, others believed that this would only become 
apparent after the new requirements had been implemented. A small number of 
respondents advocated the proposal of setting up a teachers’ working group as a 
means of monitoring and recommending any changes in future.  
 
There was a feeling among a number of respondents that the skills were designed in 
a way that was too broad, and that they should be defined more clearly. In addition, 
a small number advocated further clarity on what was meant by ‘extended skills’. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions are as follows. 
 
Content 
 
 One respondent felt that the right skills are being emphasised, but their timing and 

position in the curriculum was an issue, especially (but not solely) in relation to 
mathematics at Key Stages 3 and 4. The respondent also believed that ‘the right 
skills are not being emphasised at the correct time’. 

 It was felt by a small number that there was a danger of ‘curriculum overload’. 
 A small number made the case for social skills to be included. 
 The need for the expected skills to be age-appropriate was noted. 
 Oral storytelling should be included throughout and should not be confined to the 

Foundation Phase. 
 There should be greater emphasis on listening in Key Stage 2 and speaking and 

listening should be seen as the same skill. 
 Skills such as imaginative writing and thinking should be emphasised. 
 Comprehension should be seen as an essential part of reading strategies. 
 Out-of-classroom learning, and opportunities to learn about sustainability and the 

environment, were skills that should be included. 
 The ‘Range of experiences’ should include learning about issues around domestic 

violence. 
 Drama and role play should be included throughout the years, from the 

Foundation Phase to the end of Key Stage 3. 
 
Implementation 
 
 There was a need to integrate these skills with those that were the focus in the 

Foundation Phase. 
 
A small number of respondents questioned whether skills such as ‘enjoying a text’ 
could be learned. Others questioned whether there was a need for ICT skills to be 
included at such an early stage in the curriculum. 
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Question 8: Do you agree that the language used in the AoL/PoS is precise 
enough? If not, please give specific examples of changes needed. 
 
Agree 82 
Disagree 38 
Neither agree nor disagree 32 
Not answered 20 
N=172  
 
Many respondents agreed with the statement, although 70 noted either that they 
disagreed or were unsure.  
 
The most common theme of the submissions referred to style, indicating that the 
content of the document should be clearer with definitions of what was intended. 
They referred to the need to explain what was meant by terms such as ‘dynamic text’ 
and ‘suitable text’ and that ‘mathematical reasoning’ should be clarified. It was 
suggested that exemplar material would help teachers to understand the 
requirements.  
 
Respondents suggested that the way the information was presented was too open to 
interpretation. One view was that the language was precise enough if the purpose of 
the document was to assist with curriculum planning, but not if its purpose was to 
serve as a guide to assessment. 
 
 
Question 9: What additional support/training will practitioners in Welsh-
medium and bilingual schools need to implement the new PoS and to develop 
strong bi-literacy skills? Please qualify and quantify this. 
 
Few responses specifically addressed the requirement in the question to qualify and 
quantify the specific training needed by the bilingual and Welsh-medium sectors.  
 
Those comments which referred to these aspects drew attention to the need for: 
 
 bilingual support workers to be deployed to assist with the development of Welsh 

language skills in non bilingual/Welsh-medium settings 
 more exemplar material to assist schools working bilingually, or through the 

medium of Welsh. 
 
One of the strongest themes highlighted in response to this question was that all 
schools (not solely the Welsh-medium and bilingual schools) required both training 
and support if they were to implement the new requirements effectively and within 
the timescale envisaged by the Welsh Government. A small number of respondents 
highlighted the resource and training needs of schools with large numbers of 
learners with English as an Additional Language (EAL). Many referred to issues 
around the current support systems (at local authority, regional and all-Wales levels) 
and the need for better coordination between the different players. 
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Question 10: It is proposed that there will be an overarching Foundation Phase 
pedagogy range of statements at the beginning of all AoL to highlight the 
importance of Foundation Phase philosophy. Do you agree with this proposal? 
If not, please explain why and suggest alternatives. 
 
Agree 100 

Disagree 8 

Neither agree nor disagree 23 

Not answered 41 

N=172  
 
Many respondents agreed with this statement, although the proportion who did not 
give an answer was also reasonably high, with many respondents indicating that 
they did not feel qualified to comment on such a specific issue. 
 
In general, respondents emphasised the need to respect the distinctive philosophy 
which the Foundation Phase represented, and that this should underpin the AoL. 
They believed that it was valuable that this was reinforced in the document. Another 
view acknowledged the value of the distinct approach adopted in the Foundation 
Phase, but felt that there should be a specific reference to the need for a language-
rich environment to be addressed in the statements. 
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions were as follows. 
 
Assessment 
 
 A view that some of the assessment arrangements that have been introduced are 

contrary to the ethos of the Foundation Phase. 
 
Implementation 
 
 A view that the LNF should not be introduced at the Nursery stage, although 

respondents acknowledged that the skills proposed for children of Nursery age 
were appropriate. 

 
Content 
 
 That the outdoor activities (and opportunities to learn about the environment and 

sustainability issues) should remain integral to the Foundation Phase and should 
not be addressed by undertaking in-door activities outside the classroom. 

 There was comment that the LNF could have an impact in ‘ousting’ the outdoor 
and free play element that was integral to the Foundation Phase. 
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Philosophy 
 
 A minority of respondents felt that there was a need to revisit the Foundation 

Phase philosophy and gradually introduce more formal pedagogy. 
 It was important that the approach used in the Foundation Phase did not lead to 

lower expectations in terms of literacy and numeracy. 
 
One view was that the document should include an outline of the pedagogy and 
philosophy that was expected at all key stages, and not only at the Foundation 
Phase.  
 
 
Question 11: It is proposed that the skills for Nursery, but not related to the 
AoL, will become a non-statutory LNF for this age group. Do you agree with 
the proposal set out above? 
 

Agree 107 

Disagree 8 

Neither agree nor disagree 23 

Not answered 34 

N=172  
 
Most respondents agreed with this proposal. A small number of supporting 
comments had been added. These advocated further work to develop the ideas, and 
it was emphasised that the requirements needed to be appropriate for the age of the 
children. There was comment that unless a particular skills area was designated as a 
statutory requirement, it would not be addressed in some settings. A number of 
respondents felt that the term ‘good practice’ should be used instead of ‘non-
statutory’.  
 
 
Question 12: It is proposed that in order to ensure an appropriate progression 
is maintained for learners with ALN (after incorporating the skills for very 
young children – Nursery – into the LNF) minor modifications will be made to 
C steps and B steps statements in the Numeracy component of the LNF. Do 
you agree? If not, please suggest a suitable alternative.  
 

Agree 88 

Disagree 4 

Neither agree nor disagree 38 

Not answered 42 

N=172  
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The number of respondents who agreed with this proposal was less than that for 
some other questions, mainly because the number who did not respond was higher. 
The comments highlighted the need for more detail, for example, around the 
question of what was meant by ‘minor modifications’. Respondents believed that it 
was vital that learners with ALN were not demotivated. A small number commented 
specifically that they understood that Routes for Learning was designed to support 
learners with profound learning difficulties, and it was suggested that care should be 
taken to emphasise that this would not meet the needs of all learners with ALN. 
 
There were comments about the way in which progress and achievements of 
learners with ALN would be reported. Specifically, it was argued that it would be 
wrong to report a learner’s work at a specific age, and that reports should be worded 
in terms of the level reached. The comments also emphasised the importance of 
ensuring that the skills were presented in a way that promoted progression. 
 
 
Question 13: In the AoL we follow the LNF approach by using year-on-year 
expectation statements across the Foundation Phase. Is this the right 
approach? If not, please suggest a suitable alternative.  
 
Agree 114 

Disagree 7 

Neither agree nor disagree 12 

Not answered 39 

N=172  
 
There was strong support for this approach and only a small number disagreed or 
were unsure. Respondents expressed a strong view that reporting should be based 
on the stage at which a learner had reached, rather than setting expectations 
according to age. They believed that age-related expectations should be used as 
part of an assessment of a learner’s needs, to identify what additional developmental 
support was required, and that this could inform curriculum planning tailored to the 
needs of individual learners. Submissions referred specifically to the need to avoid 
‘setting children to fail’.  
 
Key issues highlighted in the submissions were as follows. 
 
 The need for a baseline assessment for Early Years. 
 The need to ensure that the needs of learners with ALN were taken into account. 
 The need to ensure consistency in the expectation statements in each key stage 

following on from the Foundation Phase, to enable continuity and progression. 
 The need for teaching staff to be trained in the use of the information so that they 

are able to build on what had been learned in the previous year and to prepare 
learners for what would be expected of them the following year. 
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 The need for a language-rich environment to be promoted throughout the 
Foundation Phase. 

 
Submissions emphasised that some learners would always work above or below any 
set benchmark.  
 
 
Question 14: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues which we have not specifically addressed, please report them. 
 
Most of the responses to this question summarised or reinforced points already 
made in the responses to the earlier questions. These included the following. 
 
Assessment arrangements 
 
 A baseline assessment tool should be created for the Early Years. 
 One submission representing the views of an advisory team stated it was totally 

opposed to the removal of levels in English and Welsh, as these are needed to 
ensure fair access to the curriculum for lower ability learners and to challenge 
those working at the higher level. 

 One submission representing the views of an advisory team felt that in Key Stage 
3 Mathematics, there is a need to recognise that the syllabus is set by the 
examination boards at Key Stage 4. It was noted that this forms the programme of 
study to all indents, and there is a need for effective collaboration between the 
Welsh Government and WJEC. 

 Another submission maintained that there was a need for a consistent, integrated 
assessment system throughout the curriculum. 

 
Content 
 
 There is a need to ensure that the PoS for non-core subjects links in with specific 

aspects of the LNF so that they map the skills that are being targeted within the 
subject, as long as ‘content overload’ is avoided. 

 There should be better synergy between the Foundation Phase and Key Stage 2; 
a smaller number made a similar point in relation to Key Stage 2 and 3, for 
example, to make clear what the expectations are for the skills from the 
Foundation Phase through Key Stages 2, 3 and 4. 

 There was a need to link the LNF to Key Stage 4.  
 Some key definitions should be clarified. 
 ‘Curriculum overload’ is a challenge and should be addressed. 
 
Progression 
 
 Teachers needed to be more aware of what learners had already learned and 

should ensure that they prepared the learners for what they would be learning in 
succeeding years. 
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Expectations 
 
 Year-on-year expectations should be defined so that there is a continuum from 

Reception to the end of Key Stage 3 and beyond. 
 
An inclusive approach 
 
 It was important to take account of the needs of learners with ALN. 
 
Pedagogy 
 
 Support materials needed to be used intelligently, to help inform and plan 

provision for individual learners. 
 
Training and support 
 
 There should be a robust ongoing training programme and support for 

practitioners from local authorities/regional consortia to assist with the work of 
implementing the changes on the ground. 

  
Practical issues were also highlighted. 
 
 Respondents believed that an electronic version of the document should be 

produced (not in PDF format) that could be adapted and used in conjunction with 
schools’ own documentation. 

 Hard copy versions of the documents should also be produced. 
 There was a need for practitioners to be able to insert codes into the planning 

document to mirror those used in the LNF. 
 Statements should be numbered to make tracking easier. 
 The document’s content should be colour-coded, for ease of use. 
 The title of the Foundation Phase document should refer to numeracy as well as 

mathematics. 
 The title of the Key Stage 2 document should also refer to numeracy. 
 There is a need to use the symbols for skills that are used in existing 

documentation – these will be familiar to practitioners. 
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Young persons’ questionnaire 
 
 

Y
es 

N
o 

M
aybe 

Do you think expanding the LNF 
to start at age three and go on 
to the end of Key Stage 4 is a 
good idea? 

5 2 3 

Do you think using the 
‘continuum’ is a good way to 
measure progress? 

7 2 1 

Do you think the mathematics 
we’ve included covers the right 
ground? 

7 2 1 

Do you think mathematics in 
Years 10 and 11 should be 
expanded to help with AS 
levels, as outlined in the 
suggestions? 

6 3 1 

Is it a good idea to align English 
and Welsh language learning so 
that both cover the same 
things? 

4 3 3 

 
Comments from the young people referred to the timing and the need to avoid 
putting less able learners at a disadvantage to align mathematics in Years 10 and 11 
with the AS level course. Another comment emphasised the differences between 
English and Welsh as a reason not to align the learning so they covered the same 
areas. At the same time, the importance of life skills was emphasised.  
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Next steps 
 
The Welsh Government welcomes the responses received to the consultation and 
has taken them fully into consideration in the preparation of the final versions of the 
new Areas of Learning for Language, Literacy and Communication Skills and 
Mathematical Development, and of the programmes of study for Key Stages 2 to 4 
for English, Welsh (first language) and mathematics. 
 
In addition, action has been or will be taken forward on the following key areas 
highlighted in consultation responses. 
 
Mathematics at Key Stage 3   
 
A number of changes have been made within the programme of study to address 
responses regarding the appropriateness of the challenge of some of the skills, 
particularly around Key Stages 3 and 4. 
 
Progression arrangements  
Guidance information issued by the Welsh Government will be clear on appropriate 
and expected progression, in terms of age and stage, particularly in the Foundation 
Phase. 
 
Training and support provision   
 
The National Support Programme (NSP) for literacy and numeracy has been put in 
place to offer direct support to help schools and teachers bring about improvements 
in the way that literacy and numeracy are taught. We will examine in detail the 
options for tailoring NSP support to address issues raised in the consultation 
responses about the need for appropriate training support for teachers and 
practitioners.       
 
Clarification of terminology  
 
Glossaries of terms used in these Areas of Learning and programmes of study will 
be available on the Learning Wales website.  
 
Assessment   
 
While assessment arrangements were not within the scope of the present 
consultation, respondents’ comments relating to assessment issues have been 
shared with Professor Graham Donaldson as part of the independent review of the 
national curriculum and assessment arrangements in Wales.  
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Annex: Full list of respondents 
 
Name Organisation 
Kathryn Sage  
Gillian Stanton  
Ruth Jones 
Marilyn Cullinan 

St Illtyd’s Roman Catholic Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 
Peterson Super Ely Church in Wales Primary School, 
Cardiff 
St Paul’s Church in Wales Primary School, Cardiff 
Croesty Primary School, Bridgend 

 All Saints Church in Wales Primary School, Cardiff 
Nicola Williams Caerphilly Primary Headteachers’ Forum 
Claire Protheroe PACEY Cymru 
Richard Lashley Ysgol Maesydderwen, Ystradgynlais 
Ryan Morgan Trelewis Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 
Director (Dr Rosetta M 
Plummer) 

National Botanic Garden of Wales 

S Wilcox and J Jones Powys LA and NSP 
Julie Heap Llanddulas PG 
Bethan Clanfield 
Caroline Marshall 
Michelle Owen 
Caroline Burnell 
Elizabeth Saunders 
Sue Davies 
James Protheroe 

Brynmenyn Primary School, Bridgend 
Hawthorn Primary School, Pontypridd 
Cogan Primary School, Cardiff 
Gwaunmeisgyn Primary School, Beddau 
All Saints Church in Wales Primary School, Barry 
Coety Primary School, Bridgend 
Darran Park Primary School, Ferndale 

Nureen Allen 
Julie Phillips 
Catherine Treharne 
Barbara Murphy 

Pencoed Primary School, Bridgend 
Dinas Powys Infants School, Dinas Powys 
St Mary’s and St Patrick’s School, Maesteg 
St Robert’s Catholic Primary School, Bridgend 

Tîm Ymgynghorol 
Mathemateg a Rhifedd 

Canolfan Addysg Llanbedr Pont Steffan 

Beck Griffiths 
Verity Jones 
Sue Prosser 

Ninian Park Primary School, Cardiff 
Coychurch Primary School, Cardiff 
Oldcastle Primary School, Bridgend 

Karen Arkle 
Ameesa Najjar 

Springwood Primary School, Cardiff 
Victoria Primary School, Penarth 

K Rogers 
K Olds 
D Harrington 
R Morgan 
C Francis 

Rumney Primary School, Cardiff 
Rumney Primary School, Cardiff 
St Patrick’s Primary School, Cardiff 
Troedyrhiw Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 
Pencaerau Primary School, Cardiff  

Lindsey Jones 
Edd Sprayne 

Ton Pentre Junior School, Ton Pentre 
Treorchy Primary School, Treorchy 

Margaret Bowen Ysgol y Ddwylan, Newcastle Emlyn 
Mr M Morgan Coed-y-Brain Primary School, Llanbradach 
Judith Rees Fitzalan High School, Cardiff 
Nerys Defis Ysgol y Ddwylan, Newcastle Emlyn 
Sue Williams Natural Resources Wales 
Claire Skidmore 
Rhian Scott 

St Albans Primary School, Cardiff 
St Philip Evans Primary School, Cardiff 
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Sam Bean 
Richard Burns 

St Bernadette’s Catholic Primary School, Cardiff 
Ynysowen Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 

Karen Davies 
Sheena Marsh 
Claire Lloyd 

Trerobart Primary School, Pontypridd 
Herbert Thompson Primary School, Cardiff 
Heolgerrig Community School, Merthyr Tydfil 

Sheila Chapman Cadwgan Playgroup, Old Colwyn 
Jennine Gill Little Inspirations Day Nursery, Pontyclun 
 Pre-school 
Susan Williams Parkfields Playgroup, Mold 
Evelyne Rowlinson Northop Hall Playgroup, Mold 
Jayne Millward Sunbeams Playgroup, Gwernaffield, Flintshire 
Debra Ratcliffe Holywell Childcare Ltd, Flintshire 
 Ysgol Feithrin Glan Conwy 
 Llanddulas Playgroup, Conwy 
Lynn Whitby Little Rascals Playgroup, Connah’s Quay, Flintshire  
Debbie Hall Treuddyn under 5’s Group, Mold, Flintshire 
E Hawkins/R Whitworth Chirk Playgroup, Flintshire 
Sarah Owen 
Samantha Jones 
Catherine Shire 
Lynne Neave 

Croft Playgroup, Shotton, Flintshire 

Amanda Harper The Burrows Nursery, Porthcawl 
Wendy Williams Y Bont Family Centre, Bridgend 
Louise Lewis Village Playgroup, Aberkenfig, Bridgend 
Bethan Davies Briton Ferry Childcare, Briton Ferry 
Rachel Morgan Little Inspirations Day Nursery, Pontyclun 
Sharon Polcha Cwm Golau Integrated Childcare Centre, Merthyr Tydfil 
 Honey Bees Playgroup, Pontypridd 
 Bobol Bach Day Nursery, Conwy 
Sian Ponting Fun Start Playgroup, Cardiff 
Shau-Wai Sim Shining Starts Nursery School, Cardiff 
Pauline Hoslop Flying Start – Vale of Glamorgan 
Sue Davies Flying Start – Vale of Glamorgan 
Lynette Davies Flying Start – Vale of Glamorgan 
Deirdre Crimmins Little People Play Group, Rumney 
Una Beynon Dechrau’n Deg, Gwynedd 
Rob Mills Abracadabra Playgroup, Cowbridge 
 School Lane Playgroup, Llandudno 
S Cox School Lane Playgroup, Llandudno 
 Ysgol Feithrin Glan Conwy 
Joanne Cueto Waunfawr Primary School, Caerphilly 
M Goulding  
James Knight  
Kate Carr NSPCC 
Nicola Packham Caerphilly 
Wil Davies Primary teacher – Key Stage 2  
Lesley Ravenscroft Acumina 
Lynn Bartlett Hawarden Village Primary School, Hawarden, Flintshire 
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Martyn Aldworth Gwernyfed High School, Brecon 
Hugh Lansdown Morriston Comprehensive School, Swansea 
Eurig Davies  
Bethan Evans  
Pete Archbishop Rowan Williams Primary School, Portskewett 
Angela Butler 
Elan Davies 
Gareth Ffowc Roberts 
Haf Williams 
Linda Mason 
Liz Curson 
Mark Brown 
Meinir Lloyd Jones 
Tracy Howarth 

Joint Literacy and Numeracy Expert Advisory Panel 

 NASUWT 
 NASUWT 
 WPPA forum meeting 
 Llandudno 
 Cardiff – Consultation event 
 Llanelli – Consultation event 
Owain Morgan Lee Dyslexic school teacher 
Nia Jones 
Katie Jones 
Delor James 
Nia Gruffydd Williams 
Lleucu Jones 
Cerys Charles 
Helen Perdikis 
Sian Rees 
Meinir Lewis Jones 

Penaethiad Adrannau Cymraeg a Saesneg Ceredigion 

Dr Sue Horner  
 Tîm Ymgynghorol ALI Ceredigion 
 Estyn 
Kevin Jeffrey The Professional Literacy Company Ltd 
Rachel Wallis South West Wales Centre for Teacher Education 
Allison Beynon Neath Port Talbot LA 
Jane Maggs Colcot Primary School, Barry 
Michelle Brake Teacher (Caerphilly County Borough Council) 
 Highway Playdays, Hawarden, Flintshire  

Sunrray Day Care Nursery, Mold, Flintshire  
Penyffordd Playgroup, Hawarden, Flintshire 
Penymynydd Playgroup, Hawarden, Flintshire 

Elin Wyn National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) Cymru 
Andrew Thraves GL Assessment 
Yvonne Proctor 
Justine Proctor 
Claire Hardy 

Cardiff Primary Schools 
Tredegarville Church in Wales Primary School, Cardiff 
Pen y Bryn Primary School, Cardiff 

Owen Hathway NUT Cymru 
Purnima Tanuku  Chief Executive – National Day Nurseries Association  
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Cymru 
 Pontybrenin Primary School, Swansea 
Tim Britton Rhondda Cynon Taf Education Department 
 Waunfawr Primary School, Caerphilly 
S Roberts Ysgol Brynsaron, Llandysul, Carmarthenshire 
Aled Davies Ysgol Gymraeg Glan Cleddau, Haverfordwest  
Tony Holloway  
Gordon Bell 
Jenna Jones 
Ruth Best 
Sam Holleman 
Suzanne Warren 
Julia Carmichael 

Joint Education Service, Central South Consortium 

 Numeracy Team, Joint Education Service, Central South 
Consortium 

Sarah Harwood Alltwen Primary School, Swansea 
 Ysgol Gymraeg Casnewydd 
Dr Christopher Howard NAHT Cymru 
Jonathan Cooper Ysgol Gymraeg Abercynon 
Alison Jones EAS Numeracy Team – South East Wales Consortium 
Rebecca Williams UCAC 
 Foundation Phase Team 
Rona Jones St Brigid’s School, Denbigh 
Jackie Bryant Machen Primary School, Caerphilly 
P E Bugler 
D Thomas 
Sue Watson 
Cerys Caddick 
Kim Methven 

Willowbrook Primary School, Cardiff 
 
Gladstone Primary School, Cardiff 
Edwardsville Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 
Gladstone Primary School, Cardiff 

Robert Jones Coed y Lan Primary School, Pontypridd 
Kerry Jones 
Jan Mwsto 
Nicola Griffiths 

Tynyrheol Primary School, Bridgend 
Kitchener Primary School, Cardiff 
Porth Junior School, Porth 

N Phillips 
J Morris 
Katy Holloway 
Karen Anthony 

Radnor Primary School, Cardiff 
St Nicholas Church in Wales Primary School 
Llanilltud Fawr Primary School, Llantwit Major 
St David’s Church in Wales Primary School, Cowbridge 

Sarah Baher 
Chris Jones 
Sheila Broadley 

Tonypandy Primary School, Tonypandy 
Cilfynydd Primary School, Pontypridd 
Ysgol Gwaelod y Garth, Cardiff 

Alyson James 
Alison Morgan 
Helen Wallerus 
Alison Hughes 
Liz Curtis 
Emma Kear 

Ysgol Yr Eos Primary School, Tonypandy 
Pen Pych Community Primary School, Treorchy 
Parc Primary School, Cwmparc, Treorchy 
Trowbridge Primary School, Cardiff 
Glyncoed Primary School, Cardiff 
Williamstown Primary School, Tonypandy 

Mr R Vaughan Blaengwawr Primary School, Aberdare 
K Phillips 
A Davies 

Murch Junior School, Dinas Powys 
Aberllechau Primary School, Porth 
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K Williams 
L Pearce 
D Stevens 
A Grosvenor 

Maes yr Haul Primary School, Bridgend 
Bryn Celyn Primary School, Caerau 
Trelai Primary School, Caerau, Cardiff 
Brynhafod Primary School 

G Rose 
A Johnson 
C Phillips 

Fairwater Primary School, Cardiff 
Moorland Primary School, Cardiff 

Angharad Prys Evans 
Louise Taylor 
Rhian Morgan 
Sheila Jones 
Rhiannon Hopkins 
Ceri Jennings 

Grangetown Primary School, Cardiff 
Ffaldau Primary School, Bridgend 
Pontyclun Primary School, Pontyclun 
Glenboi Primary School, Mountain Ash 
Llanhari Primary School, Llanharry 
Nottage Primary School, Porthcawl 

Sally 
Joanne 
Martin 
Karen  
Jan 

 

Claire Keeping 
Stacey Farnham 
Sian Matthews 
Kayleigh Lawrence 
Sian Cowley 
Frances Willmott 

 

Iona Gregory 
Kath Burmingham 
Damon Gibson 

Primary schools 

Sian Ward 
Helen Beavan 
Helen de Celis 

Ysgol y Berllan Deg, Cardiff 
Gwauncelyn Primary School, Pontypridd 
Newton Primary School, Porthcawl 

Christine Mills Wales pre-school providers 
Cara Kynancan/Megan 
Davies 

Bright Beginnings Nursery, Bridgend 

Gina Davies Little Inspirations Day Nursery, Pontyclun 
Nicola Shapely 
Carol Van Rooyen 

Coed Glas Primary School, Cardiff 
Mynydd Cynffig Infants School, Bridgend 

Sue Painter and staff Portfield School, Haverfordwest 
Kingsley Kasosa Nature Research Institute, Inc-University of Zambia 
Maggie Roberts Ladywell Green School, Newtown, Powys 
Mr M Morgan Caerphilly Primary Headteachers’ Forum 
Alyson Thomas Neath Port Talbot EDIS Literacy Team 
 Foundation Phase Team – Flintshire County Council 
Mrs Carol Adams Clarbeston Road Playgroup, Haverfordwest 
Daniel Jones  
Donna Jones Central South Consortium 
Edward Jopling Welshpool High School, Welshpool 
Gary Morgan Neath Port Talbot LA 
 EAS English and Literacy Team 
Jonathan Blofeld Rees  
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Louise Evans Gwaunfarren Primary School, Merthyr Tydfil 
Mrs L J Lewis Penllwyn Primary, Caerphilly 
 

 


